INTRODUCTION
============

Multimodal neuronal prostheses of the future will combine tissue engineering with electrical interfacing technologies to develop neurohybrid microsystems capable of improving the innate capacity of the central nervous system (CNS) to recover or rehabilitate lost functions ([@R1]--[@R4]). Despite obvious difficulties, implantable devices hold tremendous promise to overcoming the effects of CNS lesions and diseases. Nanotechnology enters this arena by developing new generations of nanomaterials to interface neuronal network formation and signaling with unprecedented abilities ([@R5]). In particular, carbon-based nanostructures, such as multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs), have great potential for neurological applications, featuring dimensions and properties reminiscent of specific compartments of the neural machinery, and have already been shown to govern in vitro synapse formation, cell excitability, and synaptic processing ([@R6]--[@R12]). The precise biophysical mechanisms of these special interactions between MWCNTs and neurons are not completely understood ([@R6], [@R7]). However, the features and the remarkable applications of such materials ([@R13]), together with their ability to manipulate neural activity, hold strong promise in manufacturing interfaces enriched by artificial environmental cues that can guide tissue reconstruction. The transition from being two-dimensional (2D) to becoming 3D in such MWCNT constructs may open new horizons in treating injured CNS tissues, such as the spinal cord. In implant technology, the design of electroactive scaffolds has been exploited to support electrical interactions within neuronal cell networks and to improve guided tissue regeneration ([@R14]--[@R16]). An additional study reported that soluble functionalized carbon nanotubes may exert potential benefits when administered in the lesioned spinal cord, representing a promising substrate for scaffolding ([@R17]); however, the potential impact of pure carbon nanotubes when used as scaffolds has not been explored. Here, we test the ability of MWCNT-based 3D structures to dictate neurite web morphology toward successful reconnection of segregated spinal explants in vitro. By confocal microscopy, we address the ability of 3D MWCNT to design the geometry of the newly formed neural nets. By means of electrophysiology, we address to what extent these 3D MWCNT-neurite structures promote the synchronization of rhythmic outputs generated by separated spinal explants. In addition, we report, for the first time, the tissue reaction and glial scar formation upon in vivo implantation of these materials.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
======================

We have previously characterized, in vitro, the ability of MWCNT 2D layers to support neuronal growth and synapse formation ([@R6]--[@R11]). To investigate the potential ability of these nanomaterials to guide CNS network reorganization in 3D, we manufactured self-standing 3D meshes of interconnected MWCNTs ([Fig. 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). These structures were interfaced in vitro with long-term, cocultured pairs of mouse organotypic spinal cord explants that allow the development of spinal networks over extended periods ([@R18]--[@R21]). Cocultured transverse slices were separated by a distance known to impair their functional reconnection under basal conditions (\>300 μm) ([@R18]) and represent an efficient experimental paradigm to test the effectiveness of spontaneous regeneration of intrinsic interneuron projections ([@R18]) in recovering coherent motor outputs ([@R22]). Control slices (Controls) were grown embedded in a gelified protein-rich plasma clot (that is, fibrin glue; average distance among the two slices, 1.91 ± 0.50 mm; *n* = 40 slices), whereas those supported by the 3D carbon nanotube frame (3D CNF) were interfaced with the 3D MWCNT structures and included in the same plasma gel (average slice distance, 1.63 ± 0.42 mm; *n* = 36 slices; not significantly different from Controls, *P* = 0.08).

![3D CNF scaffolds redirect neurite outgrowth between spinal organotypic slices.\
(**A**) SEM micrographs (left) of 3D CNF. At higher magnification (inset), the random skeleton of interconnected MWCNTs is shown. Confocal 3D reconstruction (right; reflection mode) of the same CNF scaffold. (**B**) Spinal slices cocultured in Control and in 3D CNF after 14 days of growth. Immunofluorescence is for neuron-specific microtubules (β-tubulin III; red), neurofilament H (SMI-32; green), and nuclei \[4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI); blue\]. (**C**) Confocal micrographs showing β-tubulin III--positive neuronal projection appearance in Control (oriented; left) and in 3D CNF (random; right) and the corresponding plots (bottom) of fiber angle direction distribution. In the example, oriented field fibers are characterized by a mean directionality value of 37.6° and a dispersion value of 2.3°, whereas random field fibers show values of 22.3° and 25.1°, respectively (values evaluated from the Gaussian fitting; see Materials and Methods). (**D**) Top histograms summarize the mean values of fiber orientation dispersion in Control and 3D CNF (\*\*\**P* \< 0.001); bottom histograms depict the percentage of visual fields in which fibers are aligned with a degree of dispersion less than 15°. In Controls, all samples (100%) contained oriented fibers with less than 15° of dispersion, whereas 7% of 3D CNF contained fibers with less than 15° of dispersion (\*\*\**P* \< 0.001). Scale bars, 250 and 25 μm (inset) (A), 500 μm (B), and 100 μm (C).](1600087-F1){#F1}

3D microsystems reconnecting segregated spinal explants
-------------------------------------------------------

Spinal organotypic slices upon \>2 weeks of culturing exhibit a characteristic outgrowth of nerve fibers ([@R8], [@R21]) in both groups (highlighted in [Fig. 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). We explore the patterns of growth by randomly acquiring visual fields (28 and 30 fields, *n* = 9 and *n* = 11, for Control and 3D CNF, respectively) via confocal microscopy, where β-tubulin III--positive or SMI-32--positive processes surrounding the slice explants were visualized. In Controls, as previously reported ([@R8]), the outgrowth of neuronal projections was typically organized into thick bundles of aligned fibers \[[Fig. 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"} (top left) and fig. S4A\]. In contrast, the support of 3D CNF shaped the morphology of neurites outgrowing from the spinal explants into a complex web of randomly oriented processes \[[Fig. 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"} (top right) and fig. S4B\] invading the scaffold into the third dimension (see below). By fiber directionality analysis ([@R23]), we measured the dispersion of the mean fiber's direction in the two groups (see examples in fig. S4). [Figure 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"} (bottom) shows sample histograms plotting the angular distribution of the detected structures. In these plots, the Gaussian fitting shows a narrow peak (left) in the presence of small directionality dispersion, indicating clear fiber orientation; conversely, the Gaussian fitting shows a broader distribution (right) indicating randomly oriented fibers (see Materials and Methods). [Figure 1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"} top histograms summarize these results for Controls and 3D CNF \[note the significant difference (*P* \< 0.001) in the directionality dispersion values\]. We quantified the percentage of fields containing aligned oriented fibers, defined as fields showing mean directionality dispersion lower than 15° (see Materials and Methods). These results are summarized in the bar plot of [Fig. 1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"} (bottom), which shows that the occurrence of oriented fields was significantly reduced in 3D CNF (χ^2^ = 23.26, *P* = 0.000001; see the Supplementary Materials).

To explore whether the neuronal processes followed the third dimension of the scaffold in 3D CNF, we reconstructed 3D images from confocal Z stacks ([Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The neurite networks emerging from spinal slices on the 3D MWCNTs are reconstructed in the confocal rendering in [Fig. 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, whereas [Fig. 2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows a scanning electron microscopy (SEM) snapshot of the hybrid web, where the MWCNT's mesh is nearly paralleled by the morphology of the neuronal fibers. We directly compared webs of β-tubulin III--positive and SMI-32--positive processes from Control and 3D CNF and found that the depth of the neuronal process networks was significantly greater (*P* \< 0.05) with the 3D CNF, demonstrating that the neurites from the spinal slices are populating the third dimension of the nanoscaffold (for β-tubulin III--positive processes: Control, 19 ± 6 μm in *n* = 9 visual fields; 3D CNF, 49 ± 33 μm in *n* = 14 visual fields; for SMI-32--positive processes: Control, 18 ± 6 μm in *n* = 9 visual fields; 3D CNF, 38 ± 20 μm in *n* = 14 visual fields; [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, D and E).

![3D CNF favors neuronal process paths in the third dimension.\
(**A**) Detailed Z stack distribution of neuronal processes. Control neuronal processes are compared to 3D CNF ones by confocal microscopy. (**B**) Tilted confocal reconstruction of the intricate network of 3D CNF (white) and neuronal projections (β-tubulin III; red) (note the emergence of a 3D hybrid network knitted by the neuronal processes and the MWCNTs). (**C**) SEM micrograph of the hybrid network \[same sample as in (B)\]. (**D**) Volume rendering of the Z stacks of the neuronal processes in Control and 3D CNF samples. Neuronal processes under control conditions are relatively flat, whereas processes form a thicker layer when supported by 3D CNF. (**E**) Plots quantify the thicknesses of β-tubulin III--positive and SMI-32--positive processes (\*P \< 0.05, Student's t test). (**F**) Spontaneous LFPs recorded in Control and 3D CNF. (**G**) Spontaneous LFP mean frequencies. Scale bars, 25 μm (horizontal) and 10 μm (vertical) (A), 40 μm (C), and 25 μm (D).](1600087-F2){#F2}

Cultured spinal explants display prominent spontaneous electrical activity ([@R8], [@R24]--[@R27]). We monitored ventrally recorded extracellular potentials \[local field potentials (LFPs)\] to gain insights into the function of premotor circuits under the two growth conditions. [Figure 2F](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows sample tracings of spontaneous LFPs detected from Control and 3D CNF slices. When we analyzed 15 organotypic cocultures (*n* = 8 Control and *n* = 7 3D CNF; four different culture series; [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, F and G), the voltage tracings displayed similar LFP frequency (0.51 ± 0.37 and 0.67 ± 0.54 Hz, respectively; *P* = 0.52), confirming that 3D CNF favors the usual spinal network growth and maturation.

Simultaneous recordings of ventral LFPs were performed from the two cocultured spinal slices in both groups (sketched in [Fig. 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) to assess the presence of synchronous ventral outputs ([@R18]). To examine the functional consequences of the different patterns of projections in Control and 3D CNF (*n* = 16 culture series), we used the glycine/γ-aminobutyric acid type A receptor antagonists strychnine (1 μM) and bicuculline (20 μM) to weaken synaptic inhibition. As previously reported for the entire spinal cord ([@R27]) and organotypic spinal slices ([@R20], [@R24]), the weakening of inhibition induced a switch from random bursting to synchrony, leading to the appearance of slow-paced bursting in the cocultured explants in all cultures tested ([Fig. 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, sample tracings for Control and 3D CNF). The bursting frequency, quantified as interevent interval, was similar in Control and 3D CNF (14.5 ± 6.3 and 16.5 ± 8.8 s, *n* = 8 and *n* = 14, respectively; *P* = 0.60). The functional connectivity between the two slices was assessed by cross-correlation analysis of the disinhibited bursting. In Control, only 27% (6 of 22 pairs) of the cocultured explants were correlated, displaying a Pearson correlation coefficient (CCF) that was significantly larger than that expected by chance (see the Supplementary Materials and fig. S1), whereas the mean CCF was 0.25 ± 0.22 (*n* = 22; [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, C and D). In 17 Controls, stimulating (0.05 to 0.2 Hz) the dorsal region ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, E and F) of one explant entrained the disinhibited rhythm of the same explant, but only a minority (29%; 5 of 17 pairs) succeeded in entraining (mean latency, 118 ± 92 ms) the nonstimulated slice (cross-entrainment; [Fig. 3G](#F3){ref-type="fig"}); this result did not change when the stimulation was moved to the contralateral slice. Together, these data indicate that only in a minority of Controls was there successful reconnection of the two cocultured explants, despite the huge outgrowth of fibers ([@R8], [@R21]).

![3D CNF guides the functional reconnection of ventral outputs in segregated spinal organotypic slices.\
(**A**) Sketch of the experimental setting for double-slice ventral recordings. (**B**) LFP bursting induced by strychnine and bicuculline recorded simultaneously from left (L) and right (R) slices in Control and 3D CNF. Right insets are the corresponding cross-correlation plots. (**C**) Average CCF from Control and 3D CNF (\*\*\**P* \< 0.001). (**D**) The fraction of spinal explants that were significantly correlated is significantly larger in 3D CNF (\*\*\**P* \< 0.001, χ^2^ test). (**E**) Sketch of the experimental setting for dorsal stimulation. (**F**) Bursting LFP entrainment by dorsal electrical stimulation (dots) of left slices (arrow) in Control and 3D CNF slice pairs (note 3D CNF premotor output entrainment in both slices). (**G**) 3D CNF increases the fraction of cross-entrained explants (\*P \< 0.05, χ^2^ test). (**H**) Age in vitro is not correlated with CCF values (gray and black lines: regression lines for Control and 3D CNF conditions, *r* = 0.249 and −0.113, respectively; blue open and filled circles highlight significant correlated pairs).](1600087-F3){#F3}

On the contrary, in 3D CNF, the mean CCF value was 0.56 ± 0.27 (*n* = 17), which was significantly different from the Control ([Fig. 3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}; *P* \< 0.001), and correlated activity of disinhibited bursting between the two explants was observed in 94% of cases (16 of 17 pairs; see the Supplementary Materials and fig. S1), a fraction that was significantly larger than what was observed for the Control ([Fig. 3D](#F3){ref-type="fig"}; χ^2^ = 16.56, *P* \< 0.001). Because distance is a relevant variable ([@R18]), it is important to note that, within the range of distances analyzed, the CCF values of correlated pairs were not positively correlated (*r* = −0.271, *P* = 0.31) with the interslice distance variability, as reported in fig. S1D. Furthermore, when stimulating the dorsal area of one slice, cross-entrainment (mean latency, 156 ± 84 ms; a value that was not significantly different from Controls, *P* = 0.448) between explants was present in 10 of 13 pairs (that is, in 77% of cases; [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, F and G) and was also present when changing the stimulated slice within a given pair. In both groups, the emergence of functional coupling was unrelated to age in culture ([Fig. 3H](#F3){ref-type="fig"}; note that blue symbols indicate functional correlated pairs measured as described in the Supplementary Materials and fig. S1).

To assess the impact of promoting 3D growth of fibers in the absence of MWCNTs, we next challenged cocultured pairs of spinal slices with polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)--based 3D porous structures (3D-PDMS) ([@R28]) (*n* = 5; fig. S2). 3D-PDMS scaffolds are characterized by micropores of irregular shapes and dimensions interconnected with random paths of connectivity and were shown to implement 3D neurite's growth ([@R28]). In 3D-PDMS--cocultured spinal slices, the outgrowing β-tubulin III--positive fibers successfully infiltrated the structure in the third dimension (fig. S2A). However, 3D-PDMS samples displayed a mean value of the angular distribution of fibers (fig. S2C) and a value of the fraction of correlated pairs (fig. S2F) that were not significantly different (*P* = 0.24 and *P* = 0.68, respectively) from Controls (*n* = 7; fig. S2F). In a parallel approach, we tested 2D MWCNT substrates ([@R8]) to isolate the impact of MWCNTs per se in reestablishing an effective connectivity (fig. S2B; *n* = 7). MWCNTs were reported to affect spinal slices ([@R8]); however, in cocultured explants, the fraction of correlated pairs did not significantly differ (*P* = 0.58) from Controls (fig. S2F). Morphological analysis of the explants outgrowing fibers revealed that in 2D MWCNTs, the angular distribution displayed a significantly higher (*P* = 0.008) dispersion when compared to Controls (fig. S2C). In the attempt to quantify the amount of fibers outgrowing the spinal slices under the different conditions, we measured the percentage of area of β-tubulin III--positive processes. As depicted in the bar plot of fig. S2D, we found a significantly increased \[one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA), *F*~3.38~ = 3.99, *P* = 0.015\] β-tubulin III--positive fluorescence area in 2D MWCNTs (*P* = 0.011) and 3D CNF (*P* = 0.004), suggesting that the high dispersion of fibers results in higher area values when slices are interfaced with 2D or 3D carbon nanotubes. We have previously reported that 2D MWCNTs improve the regrowth of neurites' bundles when interfaced with single spinal explants ([@R8]); however, it is difficult to consistently document a similar improvement in 3D CNF. The 3D regrowth implies a different volume distribution of the neurites. Ultimately, comparing thick fasciculation of processes in 2D with the outgrowth of dispersed 3D fibers in CNF renders these data inconclusive.

The morphological analysis of the four growth conditions suggests that crucial to the effects of 3D CNF is the ability of these scaffolds to guide the 3D random morphology of outgrowing neurites in the third dimension, because the improved directionality dispersion and the amount of β-tubulin III--positive area brought about by 2D MWCNT are insufficient to significantly improve the fraction of correlated pairs. Alternatively, the conductive scaffold may mediate a direct electrical transmission between cultured slices; however, this seems to be excluded by the entrainment testing, where we detected comparable values of latencies in stimulated coupled slices between 3D CNF and Controls. The measured latency values agree with the reported intersegmental delays in the entire spinal cord ([@R29]) and may indicate the presence of multisynaptic pathways in guiding the functional reconnection of the explanted segments. Thus, 3D CNF restores and/or reinforces the functional coupling among artificially separated spinal slices when compared to fibrin glue alone, and these effects are not reproduced by 3D-PDMS or 2D MWCNTs when tested separately. The interactions among the numerous physical, chemical, and biological factors translating the exposure to 3D MWCNTs into axonal regrowth, synapse formation, and extracellular matrix deposition along with the coculture growth in vitro are not further addressed in the current study, all of these being potential factors that could enable proper synapse formation and reconstruct functional bridges among severed networks ([@R30]). Nevertheless, it is tempting to speculate that destructuring fiber fasciculation by a 3D template of carbon nanotubes may contribute to the functional reconnection of separated spinal slices, leading to an improved synchrony of rhythmic outputs.

Biocompatibility of 3D CNF implanted in vivo
--------------------------------------------

In vitro 3D CNF was invaded by regrowing fibers, and we suggest that the interactions between neuronal processes and MWCNTs in the third dimension promote successful transfer of information between separated CNS explants. Although 3D CNF scaffolds appear beneficial to neuronal function in vitro, their biointeraction in vivo has never been tested. The ultimate potential of any new multifunctional device with microfeatures and nanofeatures for biomedical applications resides in its integration with the biological milieu in vivo. An assessment of the microenvironment responses to 3D CNF implants should entail evaluating the surrounding distribution patterns and the infiltration of microglia together with astrocyte aggregation at the scaffold interface ([@R14], [@R31], [@R32]). In addition, a recent report has demonstrated the ability of graphene-based implants to attract migrating neuroblasts ([@R14]). Thus, to reduce the current gap in the knowledge of 3D CNF performance in the CNS, we designed a study to observe the in vivo biocompatibility of 3D CNF. Before any larger assessment of the functional outcomes of 3D CNF was implanted into, for example, the lesioned spinal cord, we felt it pertinent to report here the performance of 3D CNF when challenged by a physiological environment. We implanted pure 3D CNF scaffolds in the brains of four adult male Wistar rats using material samples with a relatively large lateral dimension when compared to typical neuroprosthetic devices, such as electrodes ([@R33]). These scaffolds were completely implanted into the visual cortex and the animals were sacrificed at 4 weeks after implantation to assess the in vivo response to the material. We focused our experimental group at the 4-week time point, because this is the optimal time to explore the persistence of inflammatory states and glial activation \[in agreement with similar studies ([@R34]--[@R36])\]. In addition, we performed an exploratory longitudinal study with five animals sacrificed at different time points to confirm tissue response progression.

[Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} reports the tissue reaction to the implanted scaffold. Notably, when immunolabeled for glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP), the GFAP fluorescence intensity profile peak in the tissue immediately surrounding the scaffold was limited, at 4 weeks, within a relatively restricted reactive area (\<20 μm; [Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, A to C) ([@R14]) when compared to other artificial implants (\~60 to 100 μm; highlighted by the dashed line in [Fig. 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) ([@R37], [@R38]). Although a notable astrocytic response, the limited thickness of the GFAP-reactive region suggests that this formation may not be inhibitory to successful long-term integration of the material into the tissue ([@R37]--[@R41]). Ionized calcium--binding adapter protein 1 (Iba1)--positive microglial reactivity in the area immediately surrounding the tissue was low across all animals ([Fig. 4D](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Iba1-positive microglia were found to have effectively infiltrated the scaffold ([Fig. 4E](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) but did not form a significant scar-like formation at the implant edge ([Fig. 4D](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), and we never detected any sign of progressive cavitation usually accompanying large inflammation processes.

![Tissue reaction to CNF scaffolds implanted into the adult rat visual cortex.\
(**A**) GFAP fluorescence intensity profile as a function of the distance from the edge of the implant in brain tissue. The average GFAP intensity at 4 weeks after implantation peaked at 10 μm from the implant edge on average and gradually decreased away from the implant edge. (**B**) GFAP-positive cells (green) are found surrounding the implant and within the material; boxed areas indicate high-magnification images shown in (C); inset: contralateral hemisphere used as a control. (**C**) High magnification of GFAP reactivity at the implant edge demonstrates the minimal and irregular cellular localization around the scaffold. (**D**) Iba1-positive area (as a fraction of total tissue area in the ROI) varies from 0.08 ± 0.05 to 0.17 ± 0.05 (roughly 8 to 17% of the tissue area) at 4 weeks after implantation, with an average of 0.13 ± 0.08. (**E**) Iba1-positive cells (red) are dispersed consistently throughout the tissue and within the material; boxed areas indicate high-magnification images shown in (F); inset: contralateral hemisphere used as a control. (**F**) High-magnification images of the Iba1 reactivity demonstrate no obvious border at the implant edge to indicate scar formation. (**G**) Top left: β-Tubulin III--positive cells (red; DAPI, blue) within the scaffold and surrounded by Iba1-positive microglia (green) (note the absence of colocalization). Top right: β-Tubulin III--positive cells (red; DAPI, blue) within the scaffold from another animal, suggestive of the fact that neuronal process infiltration may be consistent at 4 weeks after implantation. Bottom: NeuN-positive cells (green; DAPI, blue) within the scaffold and two different areas are shown. (**H**) NeuN-positive cells (green; DAPI, blue) within the contralateral hemisphere; inset: high magnification of NeuN-positive cells. Scale bars, 200 μm (B and E), 50 μm (C and F), 20 μm (G), and 100 and 10 μm (inset) (H).](1600087-F4){#F4}

The tissue reaction detected is promising, suggesting implant integration with the tissue. We further investigated whether the astrocyte and microglial localization within and around the 3D CNF represented a barrier for neurons to invade the construct ([@R42], [@R43]). In 79% of horizontal sections tested (19 of 24 horizontal slices), we detected β-tubulin III--positive cells ([Fig. 4G](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, top) progressively infiltrating the implanted 3D CNF, coexisting but never colocalizing with either Iba1-positive cells ([Fig. 4G](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, top left) inside the structure or GFAP-positive cells located at the implant edges (not shown). We cannot exclude the fact that some β-tubulin III--positive processes penetrate the implant and embrace unlabeled cell somata. To clarify this issue, we used a specific neuronal marker. Further supporting the presence of neuronal cells is the finding of neuronal nuclear antigen (NeuN)--positive cells within the scaffold ([Fig. 4G](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, bottom). Because of the scaffold infiltration that improves stiffness before implantation (see Materials and Methods), we discount the fact that these are neurons that became trapped in the implant during insertion. These cells could be newly generated neurons migrating as a result of injury-mediated mechanisms ([@R14], [@R44], [@R45]). The presence of neuronal cells within the implant is surprising but agrees with a recent report describing migrating neuroblasts localized in implanted graphene-based scaffolds even at a certain distance from their source ([@R14]). Further studies are required to solve this issue beyond the current investigation; however, this evidence supports the notion that the immune response to the scaffold at 4 weeks does not prevent the infiltration of neuronal populations.

It is tempting to speculate that the presence of microglia localized inside the 3D CNF may also represent a reaction beneficial to tissue repair ([@R14], [@R46], [@R47]). Certainly, the tissue reaction to the implant is complex, but our evidence regarding scar formation and neuronal infiltration supports the hypothesis that the material is capable of integrating into the surrounding neural tissue. We observed no gross differences in tissue anatomy in other brain regions removed from the immediate implant area, including the contralateral hemisphere (insets to [Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, B, E, and H).

In addition to the four animals analyzed at 4 weeks after implantation, we were interested in the tissue response over time. Thus, in an exploratory longitudinal study, we assessed the long-term immune reaction surrounding the implanted CNF scaffold over time in additional animals (each sacrificed at five different time points). The animals were sacrificed immediately following implantation (0 weeks, as an indicator of implant procedure damage) and at 1, 2, 4, and 8 weeks after implantation. After 8 weeks, the peak of the GFAP-reactive area is even smaller (\<10 μm; fig. S5A) compared with after 4 weeks, with several areas completely devoid of GFAP reactivity. Figure S5B illustrates samples of the regions of interest (ROIs) used for analysis to demonstrate how the astrocyte reactivity in the adjacent tissue changes over time. Microglia reactivity was found to be increased at 1 week after implantation in the area immediately surrounding the 3D CNF, which is likely due to the initial inflammatory response to the compressive tissue damage induced by introducing the material itself ([@R33], [@R37], [@R40], [@R41]). However, 2 weeks after implantation and up until 8 weeks, the Iba1 reaction surrounding the implant progressively declined toward normal values and became sparse close to the 3D CNF (fig. S5, C and D). Although the reported longitudinal data in vivo are indeed preliminary, we suggest that, in a more complete study, adverse effects to CNS-implanted 3D CNF are likely to be limited.

Here, we tested the biointegration of implanted 3D CNF and animal survival within the time frame generally accepted in biocompatibility assessments (4 to 8 weeks) ([@R14], [@R34]--[@R36], [@R48], [@R49]). The general animal conditions (see the Supplementary Materials), together with the subsequent tissue histology, support the good postimplantation survival of all tested 3D CNF subjects. We observed no substantial effects of scaffold implantation on general animal behavior and/or well-being at any time point. There is no reason to suspect that the health of implanted animals beyond 8 weeks would be compromised; however, because of the well-known long-term stability in the biological milieu of carbon nanotube structures ([@R50]), the long-term survival (beyond 8 weeks) of implanted animals and the resulting implications of scaffold presence in the CNS will require additional studies. The in vivo monitoring of long-term responses to implantable neural technologies presents unique challenges and represents an active area of research ([@R51]). Our study identifies artificial, conductive ([@R52]) 3D CNF constructs as suitable structures to guide neuronal fiber reconstruction and signal transmission in vitro. In vivo, the low tissue reaction induced by the implantation of unmodified MWCNT microsystems provides a crucial factor to the further design of miniaturized platforms based on entirely new materials and concepts toward functionally integrated interfaces ([@R1]--[@R4]). Understanding the potential of nanomaterial-based conductive scaffolds may promote the design of novel interventions ([@R14], [@R53]) where the scaffold in itself is critical to the success of the implant.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

3D CNFs, PDMS scaffolds, and 2D MWCNTs
--------------------------------------

3D CNFs were obtained from the laboratory of M.D.C. as previously reported ([@R52], [@R54], [@R55]) (see the Supplementary Materials for details). The bulky 3D scaffolds were cut into thin square slices (lateral size, 3 mm × 4 mm; thickness, 250 to 400 μm) and then secured on standard glass coverslips (Kindler) by PDMS (Sylgard 184 silicone elastomer, Dow Corning) cured at 150°C for 15 min. Thereafter, substrates were cleaned under low-pressure air plasma for 5 min (PDC-32G Plasma Cleaner, Harrick Plasma) and ultraviolet (UV)--sterilized for 20 min before use.

PDMS scaffolds are 3D, self-standing, porous microsponges fabricated as described by Bosi *et al.* ([@R28]). 2D MWCNT supports were obtained as previously described by Fabbro *et al.* ([@R8]).

Organotypic spinal explant preparation
--------------------------------------

Organotypic cultures were obtained from spinal cords of E12 embryonic mouse (C57BL) as previously reported ([@R8], [@R21], [@R26]) (see the Supplementary Materials for details). To ensure homogeneous experimental conditions between the two analyzed populations (Control and 3D CNF double-cultured spinal slice pairs), pairs of organotypic spinal explants with interslice distance (measured between the center of the two explants by bright-field imaging) exceeding the 0.8- to 2.5-mm range were discarded for electrophysiological and immunofluorescence experiments.

Electrophysiological recordings
-------------------------------

All electrophysiological experiments were performed at room temperature as previously described ([@R8], [@R20], [@R21]). The synchrony between the bursting activities of the two explants in each pair was assessed by computing the Pearson CCF between the two voltage time series (see the Supplementary Materials for details).

Immunofluorescence labeling and confocal imaging of spinal slice explants
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Images of labeled organotypic cultures were acquired using a Nikon C2 or a Leica DMIRE2 confocal microscope, both equipped with argon/krypton, helium/neon, and UV lasers. Images were acquired with a 20×, 40×, or 63× oil objective (numerical aperture, 1.4) using oil-mounting medium (1.515 refractive index). Analysis and 3D reconstruction of the image Z stack were accomplished using NIS-Elements AR (Nikon), Volocity (PerkinElmer), and Fiji (<http://fiji.sc/Fiji>) software.

To measure the alignment of outgrowing fibers, we quantified their relative orientation based on fiber directionality analysis ([@R23]): When the dispersion of the mean fiber's direction was lower than 15°, we defined them as "oriented," whereas when it was higher than 15°, we defined them as "random." Briefly, the mean fiber's direction and relative dispersion were computed from 640 μm × 640 μm confocal images (12 and 15 randomly sampled images, *n* = 4 and *n* = 5, for Control and 3D CNF, respectively) where neuronal processes were visualized by β-tubulin III immunofluorescence (fig. S4). The analysis was carried out using the Directionality plugin of Fiji software inferring the preferred orientation of "structures" present in the input image. Fiber orientation was calculated via a Fourier component analysis ([@R23]).

A histogram that indicates the amount of structures displaying a given direction was computed, and a Gaussian fitting was applied (see [Fig. 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and fig. S4). Images with a completely isotropic content will result into a flat histogram, leading to a high dispersion value of the Gaussian fitting, whereas images with a clear alignment (for example, bundles of fibers with preferred orientations) will present a narrow peak at that orientation in the relative histogram and will be characterized by a smaller dispersion value. The dispersion value is the SD of the Gaussian fit (see the Supplementary Materials for additional details on image analysis).

Brain tissue implantation with 3D CNF
-------------------------------------

All surgical procedures were performed on anesthetized male Wistar rats (Harlan Laboratories; *n* = 9) aged 3 to 6 months and weighing 450 to 550 g. The implant consisted of a sharp-pointed cylinder (\~2 mm in length and 0.5 ± 0.2 mm in diameter) carved out of a larger 3D CNF scaffold and mounted on an electrode holder (ZIF-Clip, Tucker-Davis Technologies). Implant stiffness was increased via polyethylene glycol (PEG) scaffold permeation before the carving procedure to facilitate the insertion of the material into the brain tissue. The PEG-stiffened 3D CNF scaffold was inserted into the visual cortex. For the study of biocompatibility (data reported in [Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), *n* = 4 animals were sacrificed at 4 weeks after implantation. For the exploratory longitudinal study aimed at investigating the response over time, *n* = 5 animals were sacrificed at 0, 1, 2, 4, and 8 weeks after implantation (data reported in fig. S5; see the Supplementary Materials for details).

Brain tissue preparation, immunohistochemistry, image acquisition, and analysis
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Animals were anesthetized with chloral hydrate and then sacrificed via transcardial perfusion with 0.1 M phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) followed by 4% formaldehyde (prepared from fresh paraformaldehyde) in PBS. Brains were removed, postfixed, embedded in optimal cutting temperature compound (Tissue-Tek), and cryosectioned horizontally as 25-μm-thick sections. After immunohistochemistry, sections were mounted on glass coverslips using Vectashield Hard Mounting Medium (Vector Laboratories). We measured the brain tissue reaction at 4 weeks after implantation using GFAP for astrocytes and Iba1 for microglia. We also labeled the tissue sections for neurons using β-tubulin III and a marker for NeuN. At 4 weeks after implantation, the mean-normalized GFAP intensity in the region up to 150 μm from the edge of the implant was 1.11 ± 0.19, with an average peak of fluorescence intensity (as an indicator of the maximum localization of GAP-positive astrocytes) of 25 μm from the implant edge. In the four animals at this time point, this peak ranged from 8 to 16 μm from the edge of the implant, which is a relatively tight window. As a fraction of the total tissue area, normalized to the reactivity in the contralateral hemisphere, the average Iba1-reactive area for these animals was 0.13 ± 0.08. This indicates that, on average, about 13% of the total tissue area within 500 μm surrounding the implant was composed of Iba1-positive microglia (see the Supplementary Materials for details).

Scanning electron microscopy
----------------------------

3D CNF morphology before and after culturing was qualitatively assessed through SEM. Images were acquired through collecting secondary electrons on a Gemini SUPRA 40 SEM (Carl Zeiss NTS GmbH). Before imaging, samples were gold-metalized on a metal sputter coater.

Mechanical characterization
---------------------------

The mechanical properties of 3D CNF scaffolds were evaluated via uniaxial microcompression tests conducted on a Galdabini SUN 500 apparatus. Tests were performed in air at room temperature. Elastic data were determined by calculating the initial linear slope of the stress-strain curve (see the Supplementary Materials for details).

Statistics
----------

All values from samples subjected to the same experimental protocols were pooled together and expressed as means ± SD, with *n* being the number of cultures, unless otherwise specified. Where not otherwise indicated, statistically significant differences between data sets were assessed by Student's *t* test (after validation of variance homogeneity by Levene's test) for parametric data and by the Mann-Whitney *U* test for nonparametric data. For estimating significantly synchronous slices in the two groups and for the percentage of oriented fields, we performed a homogeneity test with the χ^2^ method. One-way ANOVA was used to determine significance when multiple groups were compared (for example, directionality dispersion), and Fisher's least significant difference was used to determine significance post hoc. Statistical significance was determined at *P* \< 0.05.

Ethical statement
-----------------

All animal procedures were conducted in accordance with the National Institutes of Health and with international and institutional standards for the care and use of animals in research, and after consulting with a veterinarian. All experiments were performed in accordance with European Union (EU) guidelines (2010/63/UE) and Italian law (decree 26/14) and were approved by the local authority veterinary service and by our institutional (SISSA-ISAS) ethical committee. All efforts to minimize animal suffering and to reduce the number of animals used were made. Animal use was approved by the Italian Ministry of Health, in agreement with the EU Recommendation 2007/526/CE (<http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=uriserv:OJ.L_.2007.197.01.0001.01.ENG&toc=OJ:L:2007:197:TOC>).
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Supplementary Materials and Methods

fig. S1. Illustration of the permutation test to assess the statistical significance of the synchrony between the bursting activities of two cocultured explants.

fig. S2. Organotypic spinal slices cultured on 2D MWCNT substrates and on 3D-PDMS scaffolds.

fig. S3. Extracellular voltage transients represent evoked or spontaneous synaptic, action potential--mediated activity.

fig. S4. Directionality analysis of spinal neuronal process outgrowth.

fig. S5. Immune reaction over time to CNF scaffolds implanted into the adult rat visual cortex as a pilot study.
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